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“After evaluating HP, NetApp and Dell we
selected SimpliVity OmniCube for our nextgeneration data center because of its superior
economics and all-encompassing feature set.
With OmniCube’s built-in data protection
capabilities we can backup and restore all
our applications and data across sites in
just seconds.”
– Stuart Taylor, IT Manager, Lawlords

Introduction
Lawlords—a leading full-service firm of costs lawyers, law costs draftsmen
and costs consultants with offices in London, Manchester, Liverpool
and Carlisle—replaced its outdated multivendor IT environment with
SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure. The SimpliVity solution helps
Lawlords ensure high performance and availability for its business-critical
applications and data, while simplifying operations and reducing TCO.

Business Challenge: Infrastructure Modernization and DR
Lawlords’ aging IT infrastructure was becoming increasingly risky and
costly to maintain. The firm relied on a mix of non-redundant legacy HP
and Dell servers with internal storage. Equipment failures or catastrophes
had the potential to impair critical IT services and disrupt business.
Lawlords was further constrained by inefficient tape-based backup procedures. Applications and data were backed up daily, after business hours.
Manual restorations from tape took hours. And any changes that occurred
since the last nightly backup were simply lost.
Stuart Taylor, IT Manager for Lawlords, initiated a data center modernization program to improve the reliability and agility of the firm’s IT infrastructure. After evaluating a number of potential options including solutions
from HP, NetApp and EMC, Taylor selected SimpliVity OmniCube
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UK Firm Modernizes IT Infrastructure and
Improves Data Protection with SimpliVity
Customer: Lawlords
Challenges: Refresh legacy IT infrastructure;
improve disaster recovery and business
continuity for critical applications and data
Key Applications: Proclaim case
management software, Progress
database software, MS Windows 2012
file/print services, MS Exchange 2013
Solution: SimpliVity hyperconverged
infrastructure using a 2+1 federation
of OmniCube CN-2200 serie
Benefits:
• Efficient DR/BC for 65 end-users
across four sites
• Backups and restores completed
in seconds compared to hours
• Reduced storage costs; 63:1
data efficiency
• Streamlined administration; single IT
manager oversees entire operation
• Reduced TCO; four tower servers
consolidated into two 2U units
• Improved performance and reliability
for business-critical applications
• Increased IT agility; clone VMs
in seconds
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hyperconverged infrastructure as the foundation for the
company’s next-generation data center. “I spent about
two months looking at traditional vendors,” says Taylor.
“When I learned about SimpliVity it took me about ten
minutes to make my decision. The SimpliVity solution
provides compute, storage, data protection and more in
a compact, easy-to-manage platform.”

SimpliVity’s innovative real-time deduplication, compression and optimization technologies deliver breakthrough
performance and data efficiency. By minimizing disk I/O
and WAN traffic the SimpliVity solution enables recovery
of any application or data set in seconds. “With SimpliVity
we are able to efficiently protect our critical applications
against equipment failures, administrative mishaps, or
disasters to keep the business up and running” says Taylor.
The SimpliVity solution also helps Lawlords minimize data
storage costs, delivering 63:1 data efficiency.
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SimpliVity Solution
SimpliVity OmniCube provides a scalable, modular, 2U
building block of x86 resources that offers all the functionality of traditional IT infrastructure—in one device, with
a unified administrative interface. The solution eliminates cost and complexity by assimilating a variety of IT
functions including the hypervisor, compute, storage,
network switching, replication, backup, WAN optimization
and real-time data deduplication. The solution delivers
the best of both worlds: x86 cloud economics and enterprise capabilities including data efficiency, performance,
data protection and global unified management.

SimpliVity’s VM-centric administration and global unified
management dramatically simplifies operations. Taylor
manages the distributed 2+1 OmniCube federation from
Manchester using the familiar VMware vCenter vSphere
console. The SimpliVity solution also accelerates IT service
agility; Taylor can clone, move or restore VMs in seconds
with just two or three mouse clicks.

Benefits
Lawlords implemented a geographically distributed
OmniCube configuration for ultimate data protection and
resiliency. The firm replaced four HP tower servers with two
2U SimpliVity OmniCube CN-2200 nodes in its primary
data center in Manchester. The redundant configuration
ensures continuous availability in the event of hardware
failures. The firm also deployed an OmniCube CN-2200 in
their Carlisle office for disaster recovery. Applications and
data are backed up locally every hour and remotely every
evening. Taylor has slashed the company’s RPOs and RTOs
from hours to minutes or seconds. This newfound agility
gives Taylor more time for other projects and to focus on
improving business outcomes.
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121 TB of logical data consumes only 1.9 TB of physical storage

For more information, visit:
www.simplivity.com
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